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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Investigation on the 
Commission's Own Motion into the Operations 
and Practices of Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company with Respect to Facilities Records for 
its Natural Gas Transmission System Pipelines. 

1.11-02-016 
(Filed February 24, 2011) 

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY'S (U 39 G) 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO LEGAL DIVISION'S 
"NOTICE AND DISCLOSURE OF SAFETY EVIDENCE 

AND COMPANION MOTION FOR PUBLIC RELEASE OF 
EVIDENCE" 

PG&E provides this supplemental response to the "notice and disclosure of safety 

evidence" to assure the Commission and the public that what Legal Division declared to be 

"significant safety issue[s]" are not.17 PG&E took Legal Division's claims of safety issues very 

seriously and has reviewed and analyzed the 83 documents Legal Division identified. There is 

nothing in those documents that raises any current safety concern and the conditions Legal 

Division mentions are being addressed through PG&E's ongoing safety programs. 

The two issues Legal Division raised are (1) the alleged use of "salvaged or junked" 

transmission pipe (Notice & Motion at 2); and (2) the claimed placement into service on Line 

1/ It is doubtful that even Legal Division believes it had evidence of any imminent safety issue. 
First, apparently Legal Division did not raise any safety issue with CPSD prior to filing its October 19 
pleading (following Legal Division's filing, CPSD sent PG&E a data request asking for the documents 
referred to by Legal Division) or, if it did, CPSD did not consider it to be an imminent safety threat since 
CPSD did not raise any safety issue with PG&E. Second, Legal Division did not raise any safety issue 
with PG&E prior to filing. Then, after claiming in that pleading that the information needs to be released 
"quickly" (Notice & Motion at 3), and despite repeated requests from PG&E, Legal Division refused to 
identify the documents it claimed raised the safety issues until after PG&E responded to a set of data 
requests due on Friday, October 21. Legal Division finally provided a list of documents (not the 
documents themselves) at about 5:00 p.m. on Saturday, October 22. After repeated prodding from 
PG&E, Legal Division provided copies of the actual documents on October 25. Three of the documents 
were misidentified on the list. 
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132 of "pipes with [] poor or marginal welds." (Id. at 3.) The first issue stems from documents 

dated mostly in the 1950s; the second is based on 1948 documents. 

The following two sections discuss each of these issues. The Appendix to this filing 

contains the list of documents provided by Legal Division and copies of all the documents 

identified, redacted to protect the names and other personnel information of non-management 

employees. As we said in our initial response to Legal Division's pleading, PG&E does not 

claim "blanket confidentiality" for the documents, like these, in its ECTS database. PG&E 

designated ECTS protected by Public Utilities Code § 583 because it is impossible to redact non-

management employee information and critical infrastaicture locations from a 2,000,000-

document database PG&E uses for its daily work. PG&E will continue to promptly provide 

public versions of any documents Legal Division identifies to us. 

Because of duplications in the documents Legal Division identified, there were only 69 

unique documents. Attachment A identifies the duplicates and comments on each of the unique 

documents. 

1. Reuse Of Salvaged Pipe 

Legal Division refers to the use of "salvaged or junked" pipe, suggesting that the two 

words mean the same thing. The suggestion that salvaged pipe is "junk" is false. 

"Salvaging" pipe refers to removing the pipe from the ground. The fact that pipe has 

been salvaged by itself says nothing about what happens to that pipe next. As described in 

Attachment A, most of the "salvaged pipe" documents Legal Division identified reflect the fact 

that pipe was removed from a prior installation, and say nothing about what use, if any, was 

made of that salvaged pipe. 

Pipe is salvaged for a number of different reasons: 

! To be reconditioned and reused as transmission pressure pipe. 

! To be reconditioned and reused as casing pipe to provide physical protection for 

gas transmission pipe, and not for pressure service. 
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! To be "junked" and sold to a third party for scrap (e.g., to melt down for 

manufacturing something else). 

! To be sold or donated to third parties for their use as non-gas pipe (e.g., for 

culverts, private water transportation). 

Pipe may be removed from the ground for other reasons as well. For example, the location of the 

buried pipe may interfere with other planned construction, such as a replacement PG&E gas line, 

or third party construction (e.g., a foundation, another buried linear facility, a road). Or PG&E's 

land rights may require that pipe be removed from the ground once it is no longer in service. 

Steel transmission pipe represents a substantial investment in a long-lived asset that 

customers pay for in rates. The reuse of salvaged pipe when it was in good condition was a 

common practice throughout the industry into at least the 1960s, and the Commission itself has 
2/ long known of and approved the use of such pipe. Reused pipe would be cleaned, inspected, 

and, if in satisfactory condition, recoated prior to use (a process referred to as reconditioning). 

Any pipe - reused or otherwise - installed in California from 1961 on would have required a 

pressure test. 

PG&E is addressing the historical use of reconditioned pipe through its MAOP 

validation, hydro testing, Pipeline Safety Enhancement Plan (PSEP) filed in R.l 1-02-019, and its 

integrity management program. The Pipeline Features Lists being completed as part of the 

MAOP validation specifically note the presence of reconditioned pipe so that it can be 

catalogued and tracked. Taken together, the MAOP validation, hydro testing, PSEP and integrity 

management programs identify, validate, monitor and provide for the replacement of older pipe 

in PG&E's natural gas transmission system as part of PG&E's ongoing safety oversight. 

21 For example, a July 22, 1965 letter from the Commission to PG&E noted that a proposed 8-mile 
extension of 16" pipe in a Class 3 location would use "salvage and reconditioned pipes from Main No. 
100 originally installed in 1929." This letter is Attachment B (emphasis added). 
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Attachment A contains a summary description and comments on the documents Legal 
3/ Division appears to believe are related to the use of reconditioned pipe (Documents 1-2, 4-75). 

2. The 1948 Weld Documents 

The 1948 weld documents (Documents 75-83) concern Line 132. PG&E is convinced 

there is no safety issue on Line 132 for several reasons. First, that line is currently operating at a 

maximum pressure of 300 psig - 20 percent below the pre-San Bruno accident MOP of 375 psig 

and 25 percent below Line 132's MAOP of 400 psig. That is a very substantial additional safety 

margin on top of that built into the MAOP itself. Beyond that, PG&E is subjecting Line 132 to a 

painstaking MAOP validation process that includes document review and nondestaictive 

examination to confirm the qualities of the pipe and appurtenances on the line as well as hydro 

testing and the rigors of examination under PG&E's Pipeline Safety Enhancement Plan and 

regular integrity management assessments. Because of Line 132's age, PG&E's integrity 

management program considers the line to be subject to a pre-1970 ERW threat and a 

construction threat, and it evaluates the construction threat in conjunction with the threat of 

outside force, such as ground movement at earthquake fault crossings, landslide zones, etc. 

Legal Division claims the documents it identified show PG&E "has accepted known poor 

and marginal welds, and then placed pipes with these poor or marginal welds into service on 

Line 132." (Notice & Motion at 3.) Neither the documents Legal Division identified 

(Documents 76-83) nor any others of which we are aware support the claim that PG&E 

knowingly placed pipe with poor {i.e., unacceptable) quality welds into service.47 

Documents 76-83 are logs of radiographs (X-rays) of certain girth welds and longitudinal 

welds on the pipe being installed on Line 132 in 1948.5/ The logs identify the welds by number 

3/ Document 3 is a posting checklist for PG&E's mapping department when processing job 
documents. It is unrelated to either of the issues Legal division has raised. 
4/ We assume that when it refers to "marginal" welds, Legal Division means welds close to the 
lower limit of acceptability. Inherent in the establishment of any standard is the fact that there will be a 
distribution within the range of acceptability with some welds close to the lower limit. Document 82 
shows acceptance of two girth welds at the lower limits of acceptability (labeled, "borderline") (welds 
111 & 112). 
5/ This is not the relocation of Segment 180 in 1956. 
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and contain an interpretation of the radiograph classified as "O.K." or "Reject," along with 

"Remarks." Although there is a "Date Repaired" column on the form, it was not used. 

For the most part, the radiograph logs show the welds - whether girth welds or 

longitudinal welds - were "O.K." There are three instances in which a "crack" was noted in a 

longitudinal seam and neither the "O.K." column nor the "Reject" column was checked. 

(Document 76, weld 82; Document 77, weld 71; Document 78, weld 51.) Given that every other 

weld on those three logs was marked "O.K.," it is apparent that those three were not considered 

"O.K." 

In fact, early in the 1948 job, PG&E raised a question about the "squirt welds" at the ends 

of the longitudinal welds when X-rays of the girth welds showed some cracks on welds 1, 3 and 

5 (Document 79). PG&E stopped wrapping and installing the welded pipe and met the next day 

with representatives from the pipe manufacturer (Consolidated Western), and the City. (See 

Attachment C, draft report, "The Construction of a 30-Inch High Pressure Gas Transmission 

Main 132," p. 3 ,)6/ The following day, two of the repaired welds were re-X-rayed and found to 

be "O.K." (Document 79, welds 9 & 10.) A September 18, 1948 report on the longitudinal 

seams stated: 

Lowering of pipe into the trench was delayed during this past week 
when X-rays indicated small defects in three of the longitudinal 
seams. Investigation and additional X-ravs showed the welding of 
the longitudinal seams to be acceptable and installation of the 
pipeline was resumed. (Attachment D; emphasis added.) 

And an October 28, 1948 report, "Pertinent Information on the Construction of 30" High 

Pressure Gas transmission Main #132" explained the underpinning of PG&E's confidence in the 

quality of the longitudinal welds: 

The expansion of the pipe [during fabrication] was a severe test on 
the weld as it was stressed beyond its yield point which would 
cause a defective weld to fail. (Attachment E, pp. 3-4.) 

6/ PG&E produced the job file for the 1948 construction of Line 132 to the NTSB and the 
Commission's party participant in the NTSB investigation. 
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In a number of instances on the radiograph logs, the "O.K." welds are accompanied by 

remarks indicating that some flaws were noted. The contract specification for the 1948 

construction stated, "The welds shall be held to a predetermined set of standards prepared and 

agreed to by the Contractor's welding engineer, the Company's Engineer of Gas Constaiction, 

and representatives of the company making the radiographic tests." While PG&E has not 

located that predetermined set of standards, there is no basis for assuming the standards were not 

appropriately applied in reviewing the radiographs. PG&E is confident that any welds that 

required repair or replacement were repaired or replaced per the specifications. 

In short, there is nothing in the documents Legal Division has identified that provides any 

basis for believing that Line 132 is subject to any safety issue that is not already being addressed 

through PG&E's MAOP validation, Pipeline Safety Enhancement Plan, hydro testing, and 

integrity management program. 

PG&E stands ready to provide public versions of any ECTS documents Legal Division 

identifies and has done so for the 83 documents identified to date. Legal Division's motion was 

unnecessary - as a pre-filing conversation with PG&E would have shown - and should be 

denied. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Lise H. Jordan /s/ Joseph M. Malkin 

LISE H. JORDAN JOSEPH M. MALKIN 
COURTNEY LINN 
Orrick, Herrington, & Sutcliffe LLP 
The Orrick Building 
405 Howard Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
Telephone: (415) 773-5505 
Facsimile: (415) 773-5759 
Email: jmalkin@orrick.com 

Law Department 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
77 Beale Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
Telephone: (415)973-6965 
Facsimile: (415)973-0516 
Email: LHJ2@pge.com 

Attorneys for 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

October 31, 2011 
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No. Date Description Comments 
Line 
No. 

1 1/1/57 Construction Drawing: 
As-built drawing showing 2598' 
of 24" pipe salvaged from a 
relocation job and 22' salvaged 
and reused. 

The pipe installed next to this job is 
1947 pipe. Based on other documents, 
it appears the 22' of pipe was not 
considered new pipe and is still labeled 
as 1947 pipe. PG&E is hydro testing 
this section of pipe this year. 

132 

2 2/15/68 "Job Facesheet" calls for 
installation and removal of 
temporary 30" main, including 
salvage of temporary main, and 
pipe removed or abandoned. 

Where a temporary main is installed, 
the temporary portion will almost 
always be salvaged or removed because 
it is in the way of other construction 
work. There is no indication that this 
pipe was reconditioned and reused. As 
part of PG&E's MAOP validation 
project, reconditioned pipe currently 
installed in the gas transmission system 
is being catalogued and tracked. 

132 

3 10/1/94 Posting check list This is a check off list for the mapping 
department when processing job 
documents. 

109 

4 5/7/57 "Job Facesheet" for the relocation 
of a main and calling for the 
salvage of the original 1947 pipe. 

Typically on a relocation job where the 
ol d na i na i n t h wa y cf othe r 
construction, PG&E is paid to move the 
pipe out of the way of the other work. 
Here, the pipe was salvaged or removed 
from the ground. There is no indication 
it was reconditioned or reused. As part 
of PG&E's MAOP validation project, 
reconditioned pipe currently installed in 
the gas transmission system is being 
catalogued and tracked. 

132 

5 8/29/58 "Job Facesheet" calls for 
relocation of line and "Remove 
salvage." 

Removal of old pipe is typical for a 
relocation job. There is no indication 
the pipe was reconditioned or reused. 
As part of PG&E's MAOP validation 
project, reconditioned pipe currently 
installed in the gas transmission system 
is being catalogued and tracked. 

132 

6 3/18/60 Credit Requisition form to list 
articles that "have been returned 
to the warehouse or abandoned in 
place." This form is for the 
reconditioning of 2485' ft of pipe 
and abandonment of "wrot [sic] 
iron" scrap. 

There is no indication the reconditioned 
pipe was installed on this job. As part 
of PG&E's MAOP validation project, 
reconditioned pipe currently installed in 
the gas transmission system is being 
catalogued and tracked. 

132 
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No. Date Description Comments 
Line 
No. 

7 12/26/57 Plant Abandoned. Destroyed or 
Removed from Service records a 
special temporary write off of 
1947 pipe and the reversal of the 
temporary write off. 

This document does not indicate the 
1947 pipe was reconditioned or reused. 
As part of PG&E's MAOP validation 
project, reconditioned pipe currently 
installed in the gas transmission system 
is being catalogued and tracked. 

132 

8 8/1/57 Credit Requisition form to list 
articles that "have been returned 
to the warehouse or abandoned in 
place." This one is to "clean and 
recondition" 1480' of 12" pipe 
and scrap 239'. 

This 12" pipe was used as temporary 
bypass then removed and reconditioned. 
It is typical to reuse temporary bypass 
pipe. As part of PG&E's MAOP 
validation project, reconditioned pipe 
currently installed in the gas 
transmission system is being catalogued 
and tracked. 

132 

9 4/14/58 Combined Shinning Notice and 
Transfer states 22' of 24" nine 
originally installed in 1947 was 
salvaged and reused. 

This is from the same job file as 
Document 1 and appears to refer to the 
same 22' of 24" pipe. See document 1 
comments. PG&E is hydro testing this 
section of pipe this year. 

132 

10 7/18/57 Partial Receiving Record showing 
377' of 24" wrapped pipe (9 
pieces) were shipped from Decoto 
Pipe Yard. 

There is no indication this was 
reconditioned pipe. PG&E is hydro 
testing this section of pipe this year. 

132 

11 9/9/57 "Haul Tag" showing 33 nieces of 
24" wrapped pipe were shipped 
from Palo Alto to Decoto pipe 
yard. 

This document merely shows the 
movement of pipe. There is no 
indication the pipe was reconditioned or 
installed on this job. As part of 
PG&E's MAOP validation project, 
reconditioned pipe currently installed in 
the gas transmission system is being 
catalogued and tracked. 

132 

12 6/6/57 G.M. Assignment Letter 
assigning relocation 3300' of 24" 
pipe to General Construction with 
the material to be drawn from the 
local warehouse. 

This document indicates the pipe came 
from the local warehouse. There is no 
indication the pipe was reconditioned. 
As part of PG&E's MAOP validation 
project, reconditioned pipe currently 
installed in the gas transmission system 
is being catalogued and tracked. 

132 

13 10/21/58 Requisition on Storekeener 
showing 500 lbs. of "junk, heavy 
wrought iron" consisting of 10' of 
22" half sole 

This is not a segment of pipe; it is part 
of a pi pe. T he document stat ® t he 
material is junk. Listing the quantity in 
pounds is consistent with scrap, and 
there is no indication the material was 
reconditioned or reused. 

132 
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No. Date Description Comments 
Line 
No. 

14 1/4/60 Credit Reauisition form to list 
articles that "have been returned 
to the warehouse or abandoned in 
place." The "Salvaged" check 
box indicates 15 ft of 30" pipe 
and 6 ft of 6-5/8" pipe were 
salvaged. 

There is no indication the pipe was 
reconditioned or reused, and the 
document states "kill & abandon 6" & 
30" main," indicating the pipe was 
intended to be scrapped. As part of 
PG&E's MAOP validation project, 
reconditioned pipe currently installed in 
the gas transmission system is being 
catalogued and tracked. 

132 

15 10/29/59 Combined Shipping Notice and 
Transfer showing transfer 4.5 ft 

The 30" pipe is no longer in servicej 132 

of 30" pipe from a 1948 job. 

16 6/24/59 Partial Receiving Record showing 
receipt of 24" Grade B Seamless 
.3125 wt oipe from Decoto Pipe 
Yard. 

There is no indication this was not new 
pipe. The pipe material codes are for 
new pipe. 

132 

17 11/16/59 Comomeo Shipping Notice and 
Transfer transferring 24" and 22" 

There is no indication the pipe was not 
new. The pipe material codes are for 

132 

pipe and welding sleeves from 
one job to another. 

new pipe. 

18 3/3/59 "Job Facesheet" showing 12' of 
30" pipe and 5' of 6" pipe were to 
be "removed and junked." 

Junked pipe, as referred to in this 
document, is not reused but sold for 
scrap or otherwise disposed of. 

132 

19 11/5/58 Shipping Notice showing 
shipment of 40' of 24" pipe 
originally installed in 1944 to the 
Decoto Pipe Yard. 

There is no indication of whether this 
salvaged pipe may have been reused. 
As part of PG&E's MAOP validation 
project, reconditioned pipe currently 
installed in the gas transmission system 
is being catalogued and tracked. 

132 

20 1957 or 
1958 

"Job Storv" describing the 
replacement and relocation of 24" 
pipe. The existing 24" pipe was 
to be salvaged "in view of its 
comparative newness, 
accessibility and the absence of 
paving." 

There is no indication how the salvaged 
pipe may have been reused. As part of 
PG&E's MAOP validation project, 
reconditioned pipe currently installed in 
the gas transmission system is being 
catalogued and tracked. 

132 

21 This is ilie same as Documeni 7J 

22 This is ilie same as Documeni 73 

23 5, 7.57 "Job Faccshcct" for installation of 
3300' of 24" pipe and removal 
and salvage of 3260' of 24" pipe 
installed in 1947. 

There is no indication that the salvaged 
pipe was reconditioned and reused. As 
part of PG&E's MAOP validation 
project, reconditioned pipe currently 
installed in the gas transmission system 

132 



No. Date Description Comments 

is being catalogued and tracked. 

Line 
No. 

24 9/2/64 "Job Facesheet" for relocation 
involving installation of 1376' of 
30" pipe, 1400' of temporary 22" 
main, removal 1471' of 22" 
installed in 1936, abandonment of 
50' of the 1936 22" pipe, removal 
of 717' of the temporary 22" 
pipe, and abandonment of 894' of 
the temporary 22" pipe. 

There is no indication that the pipe 
installed was salvaged and 
reconditioned. Nor is there any 
indication that the salvaged 1936 pipe 
or temporary main was reconditioned 
and reused. As part of PG&E's MAOP 
validation project, reconditioned pipe 
currently installed in the gas 
transmission system is being catalogued 
and tracked. 

109 

25 6/4/64 "Job Facesheet" showing a credit 
to this job for salvage of 21038' 
of 22" pipe and 18768' of 30" 
pipe. 

205' of 22" pipe was reused on this job 
and was hydro tested. Approximately 
85% of the 30" pipe installed on this job 
has been hydro tested with hydro tests 
scheduled this year for the remainder. 
As part of PG&E's MAOP validation 
project, reconditioned pipe currently 
installed in the gas transmission system 
is being catalogued and tracked. 

109 
132 

26 6/4/64 G.M and Work Order Estimate 
Detail Sheet for the same iob as 
Document 25. It shows the 
installation of 22", 30" and 36" 
pipe, and the removal and 
reconditioning of 23375' of 22" 
pipe installed in 1935 and 20853' 
30" pipe installed in 1948. 

205' of 22" pipe was reused on this job 
and was hydro tested. Approximately 
85% of the 30" pipe installed on this job 
has been hydro tested with hydro tests 
scheduled this year for the remainder. 
As part of PG&E's MAOP validation 
project, reconditioned pipe currently 
installed in the gas transmission system 
is being catalogued and tracked. 

109 
132 

27 10/27/54 Shipping Notice showing 
shipment of 16 joints of 22" pipe 
(617.48') originally installed in 
1930 to A.R. Reid Co. for 
"double wrapping pipe after 
reconditioning in field." 

There is no indication when or if this 
reconditioned pipe may have been 
reused. As part of PG&E's MAOP 
validation project, reconditioned pipe 
currently installed in the gas 
transmission system is being catalogued 
and tracked. 

131 

28A1 10/29/54 Shipping Notice showing 
shipment of 16 joints of 22" pipe 
(404.79") originally installed in 
1930 and reconditioned in the 
field to the Decoto Pipe Yard for 

There is no indication when or if this 
reconditioned pipe may have been 
wrapped and reused. As part of 
PG&E's MAOP validation project, 
reconditioned pipe currently installed in 

131 

The "A" is appended to three numbers because the documents provided by Legal Division were different 
from the documents on Legal Division's list. Where the document provided was different, the document is 
listed here with an "A" appended. 
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No. Date Description 

"storage and wrapping at a later 
date." 

Comments 

the gas transmission system is being 
catalogued and tracked. 

Line 
No. 

29 12/17/54 Shiroing Notice showing that 
fittings, hardware, and 9-10' of 
16" seamless pipe connected to 
orifice tubes originally installed 
on another job were shipped to 
PG&E Sub-store #64. 

These fittings, nuts/bolts, pipe and 
miscellaneous hardware had an ultimate 
destination of Kettleman Compressor 
Station, Avenal. 

131 

30 Unk. Shipping Notice: This is Sheet 2 
of a shipping notice showing 
shipment of salvaged or 
overdrawn pipe from multiple 
jobs 

This document reflects shipment awav 
from a job. PG&E has not located 
Sheet 1, and this page does not state the 
destination. There is no indication that 
the pipe was ever reconditioned and 
reinstalled. As part of PG&E's MAOP 
validation project, reconditioned pipe 
currently installed in the gas 
transmission system is being catalogued 
and tracked. 

153 

31 3/10/55 Shipping Notice showing 
shipment to storage at Milpitas 
Control Station Yard of 21' of 
24" pipe that was "salvaged and 
junked." 

The document states the pipe was 
junked (i.e., di s ps d of as s <r tp) . 

131 

32 3/9/55 Shipping Notice showing 
shipment to storage at Irvington 
Control Station Yard of 90' of 
20" pipe that was "salvaged and 
junked." 

The document states the pipe was 
junked (i.e., di s ps d of as s <r tp) . 

131 

33 3/10/55 Shipping Notice showing 
shipment to storage at Milpitas 
Control Station Yard of 9.5' of 
20" pipe that was "overdrawn and 
junked." 

The document states the pipe was 
junked (i.e., di s ps d of as s <r tp) . 

131 

34A This is the same as Document 41 

35 No Date Shipping Notice showing 
shipment to storage at Milpitas 
Control Station Yard of 4' of 30" 
pipe described as "small pieces 
Junk." 

The document states the pipe was 
junked (i.e., di s ps d of as s <r tp) . 

131 



No. Date Description Comments 
Line 
No. 

36 3/10/55 Shipping Notice showing 
shipment to storage at Milpitas 
Control Station Yard of 162' of 
30" pipe that was "salvaged and 
junked." 

The document states the pipe was 
junked (i.e., di s ps d of as s <r <p) . 

131 

37 1/27/54 Combined Shipping Notice and 
Construction Journal Voucher 
showing that a total of 161' of 
30" D.W. pipe and two 30" 
elbows (90'S) originally installed 
12/5/1951 were salvaged and 
reused. 

The salvaged and reused material had 
been originally installed 25 months 
before. As part of PG&E's MAOP 
validation project, reconditioned pipe 
currently installed in the gas 
transmission system is being catalogued 
and tracked. 

131 

38 10/54 Combined Shipping Notice and 
Construction Journal Voucher 
showing 4,463.24' of 22" pipe 
originally installed in 1930 was 
salvaged and reused. 

This section of pipe was hydro tested in 
1977. 

107 

39 9/23/54 Combined Shipping Notice and 
Construction Journal Voucher 
showing shipment of 40.83' of 
30" pipe. 

There is no indication that this pipe was 
salvaged or reconditioned and reused. 
The line on the form, "Indicate Whether 
Overdrawn or Salvage," has the word 
"Salvage" crossed out, indicating that it 
is not salvaged pipe. 

153 

40 4/54- Plant Abandoned, Destroyed or 
Removed from Service records 
that 212' of 30" pipe was "held 
for salvage" and later abandoned. 

There is no indication this pipe was 
reconditioned or reused. As part of 
PG&E's MAOP validation project, 
reconditioned pipe currently installed in 
the gas transmission system is being 
catalogued and tracked. 

132 

41 11/57 Plant Abandoned. Destroyed or 
Removed from Service records 
that 1930' of 30" pipe was 
removed from service, 415' of 
which was abandoned. 

There is no indication this pipe was 
reconditioned or reused. As part of 
PG&E's MAOP validation project, 
reconditioned pipe currently installed in 
the gas transmission system is being 
catalogued and tracked. 

132 

42 10/11/56 Combined Shipping Notice and 
Transfer showing that 61'8" of 

This reconditioned pipe was removed 
from service in 1970. 

132 

30" pipe originally installed in 
1949 was salvaged, shipped for 
wrapping, and then installed. 

This document has multiple handwritten notes with different dates. This is the earliest date, thus, 
presumably, the date the document was first created. 



No. Date Description Comments 
Line 
No. 

43 10/11/56 Combined Shipping Notice and 
Transfer showing that 487' 9" of 

This reconditioned pipe was removed 
from service in 1970. 

132 

30" pipe originally installed in 
1949 was salvaged, shipped for 
wrapping, and then installed. 

44 This is ilie same as Document M 

45 This is die same as Document 57 

46 This is ihe same as Document 57 

47 This is die same as Document 74 

48 <\ (y 55 Combined Shipping Notice and 
Transfer showing 10' of 24" pipe 

This section of pipe was hydro tested in 
1977. 

lu" 

originally installed in 1944 
salvaged and transferred to this 
job 

49 2/9/55 Shipping Notice showing 
shipment to Emeryville 
warehouse of six fittings 
originally installed in 1951. 

These are fittings, not pipe. Fittings 
were commonly moved between jobs 
and reused during this era. These 
fittings were in use less than four years 
before being salvaged. As part of 
PG&E's MAOP validation project, 
reconditioned pipe currently installed in 
the gas transmission system is being 
catalogued and tracked. 

131 

50 This is ihe same as Document 38 

51 In 54 Combined Shipping Notice and 
Construction Journal Voucher 
showing salvage and reuse of 
bolts, flanges, valves, and 70' of 
2 3/8" pipe originally installed in 
1946 at Irvington Gas Terminal. 

PG&E's records do not reflect any 2" 
pipe still installed on this job. 

131 

52A 12/54 Plant Abandoned. Destroved or 
Removed from Service records 
41' of 30" pipe junked and 319' 
of 30" pipe abandoned. 

The document states the pipe was 
junked (i.e., di posed of as scr £p) or 
abandoned, not salvaged and reused. 

132 

53 6/21/56 "Job Facesheet" for the relocation 
by replacement of a section of 
pipeline in the Crestmoor 
subdivision. The job called for 
installing 1900' of 30" pipe, 
abandoning 450' of 30" pipe, and 
removing and salvaging 1400' of 
30" pipe installed in 1949. 

The salvaged pipe reused on this job has 
been removed from service. There is no 
indication what was to be done with the 
remainder of the salvaged pipe. As part 
of PG&E's MAOP validation project, 
reconditioned pipe currently installed in 
the gas transmission system is being 
catalogued and tracked. 

132 



No. 
54 

55 

Date Description Comments 
This is llic same as Document 55 wiili liaiulu riucn mark-up 

none 

56 3/19/57 

57 6/12/56 

58 9/7/56 

59 9/24/56 

GM Cost Report: This 
handwritten accounting document 
contains a line item: "repairs to 
salv matl." 

Combined Shipping Notice and 
Transfer showing shipment of 90' 
of 30" pipe originally installed in 
1949. 

General Construction Department 
Material Procurement Order 
showing 1186' of wrapped 30" 
pipe and 23' of bare 30" pipe to 
be delivered to Skyline Blvd. 

Credit Requisition form to list 
articles that "have been returned 
to the warehouse or abandoned in 
place." This shows return to the 
warehouse of 45' of 30" pipe 
originally installed in 1929 
[should be 1949], and salvaged 
from Crestmoor Park, San Bruno. 

Credit Requisition form to list 
articles that "have been returned 
to the warehouse or abandoned in 
place." This shows return to the 
warehouse of 13' of 30" pipe 
originally installed in 1949, and 
salvaged from Crestmoor Park, 
San Bruno. 

The document does not identify the 
salvaged material on which the repairs 
were made. Document 53, which is for 
the same job, states that old pipe was 
being salvaged from this job, suggesting 
that the repairs were to the material 
removed as part of the pipe relocation. 
As part of PG&E's MAOP validation 
project, reconditioned pipe currently 
installed in the gas transmission system 
is being catalogued and tracked. 

This appears to be shipment of some of 
the removed pipe referred to in 
Document 53 from the job. The 
material code appears to be that for 
salvaged pipe. As part of PG&E's 
MAOP validation project, reconditioned 
pipe currently installed in the gas 
transmission system is being catalogued 
and tracked. 

There is no indication the pipe was not 
new, and the material codes are for new 
pipe. 

The document reflects the removal of 
the pipe from the job. There is no 
indication what was subsequently done 
with the pipe. As part of PG&E's 
MAOP validation project, reconditioned 
pipe currently installed in the gas 
transmission system is being catalogued 
and tracked. 

The document reflects the removal of 
the pipe from the job. The inclusion of 
the weight of the returned pipe suggests 
it was scrapped. As part of PG&E's 
MAOP validation project, reconditioned 
pipe currently installed in the gas 
transmission system is being catalogued 
and tracked. 

SB GT&S 0355216 



No. Date Description Comments 
Line 
No. 

60 10/3/56 Credit Reauisition form to list 
articles that "have been returned 
to the warehouse or abandoned in 
place." This shows return to the 
warehouse of 64' of 30" pipe 
originally installed in 1949, and 
salvaged from Crestmoor, San 
Bruno. 

The document reflects the removal of 
the pipe from the job. There is no 
indication what was subsequently done 
with the pipe. As part of PG&E's 
MAOP validation project, reconditioned 
pipe currently installed in the gas 
transmission system is being catalogued 
and tracked. 

132 

61 10/17/56 Combined Shipping Notice and 
Transfer showing shipment to this 

This salvaged pipe was used for casing, 
not for gas pressure service. 

132 

job of 158' of 30" pipe salvaged 
from a 1949 job. 

This salvaged pipe was used for casing, 
not for gas pressure service. 

62 9/5/56 Credit Reauisition form to list 
articles that "have been returned 
to the warehouse or abandoned in 
place." This shows return to the 
warehouse of 272' of salvaged 
30" pipe originally installed in 
1949 to be cleaned and 
reconditioned. 

There is no indication of what was done 
with the pipe after it was returned the 
warehouse. As part of PG&E's MAOP 
validation project, reconditioned pipe 
currently installed in the gas 
transmission system is being catalogued 
and tracked. 

132 

63 3/25/57 Credit Requisition form to list 
articles that "have been returned 
to the warehouse or abandoned in 
place." This shows abandonment 
of 415' of 30" pipe in Crestmoor 
subdivision originally installed in 
1949. 

This documents the abandonment of 
pipe in place, so it was not salvaged or 
reused. 

132 

64 7/16/56 Credit Reauisition form to list 
articles that "have been returned 
to the warehouse or abandoned in 
place." This shows salvage of 
"W.I. Scrap" from 9' of 30" bare 
pipe originally installed in 1949. 

The identification of the material as 
"W.I. Scrap" and the inclusion of its 
weight (1080 lbs.) indicate the pipe was 
scrapped. 

132 

65 This is [lie same as Document 67 

66 This is ihc same as Document 41 

67 7/23/56 Credit Reauisition form to list 
articles that "have been returned 
to the warehouse or abandoned in 
place." This shows return to the 
warehouse of 315' of salvaged 

There is no indication of what was done 
with the pipe after it was returned the 
warehouse. As part of PG&E's MAOP 
validation project, reconditioned pipe 
currently installed in the gas 

132 



No. Date Description 

30" pipe originally installed in 
1949. 

Comments 

transmission system is being catalogued 
and tracked. 

Line 
No. 

68 This is ihe same as Document 64 
69 10/4/56 Reciuisition for reconditioning 

550' of 30" pipe. 
This appears to be the same pipe 
referred to in Document 43. It was 
removed from service in 1970. 

132 

70 This is the same as Document 53 

71 3/4/49 Shipping Notice showing 
shipment for salvage and reuse of 
a 24" weld cap originally 
installed in 1947. 

This is a fitting, not pipe. Fittings were 
commonly moved between jobs and 
reused during this era. This fitting was 
in use about two years before being 
salvaged. As part of PG&E's MAOP 
validation project, reconditioned pipe 
currently installed in the gas 
transmission system is being catalogued 
and tracked. 

132 

72 12/27/48 Shipping Notice showing 145' of 
bare 30" pipe and 62'of wrapped 
30" pipe returned from the job as 
"SURPLUS MATERIAL." 

The designation of this material as 
"surplus" indicates that it was never 
used and, therefore, not salvaged. As 
part of PG&E's MAOP validation 
project, reconditioned pipe currently 
installed in the gas transmission system 
is being catalogued and tracked. 

132 

73 1/27/54 Combined Shipping Notice and 
Construction Journal Voucher 
161' of 30" pipe and 2 elbows 
originally installed 12/5/51 were 
salvaged and reused. 

Thispipehadonlybeeninusefo 
months before being salvaged and 
reused. As part of PG&E's MAOP 
validation project, reconditioned pipe 
currently installed in the gas 
transmission system is being catalogued 
and tracked. 

r!35 

74 10/15/54 Combined Shipping Notice and 
Construction Journal Voucher 
showing shipment of 50' of 30" 
pipe, 8' of 16" seamless pipe and 
2 caps from one job to another. 

There is no indication that this was 
salvaged material, and the material 
codes are those for new pipe. 

131 

75 This is the same as Document 3X 
76 o 3(1 4N Radiograph Log All marked "O.K." except the one with 

the notation "crack," indicating that one 
was not accepted without repair. 

132 

10 
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No. Date Description Comments 
Line 
No. 

77 9/29/48 Radiograph Log All marked "O.K." except the one with 
the notation " Indication] of crack," 
indicating that one was not accepted 
without repair. 

132 

78 9/58/48 Radiograph Log All marked "O.K." except the one with 
the notation "crack," indicating that one 
was not accepted without repair. 

132 

79 9/14/48 
9/17/48 
9/18/48 

Radiograph Log Four welds marked "Reject." Two with 
notations of crack in longitudinal weld 
were repaired, re-radiographed and 
found acceptable. One entire 30' 
longitudinal seam was X-rayed and 
found "O.K." 

132 

80 9/22/48 
9/23/48 

Radiograph Log indicates 2 long 
seam cracks which were accepted 

All marked "O.K." Two had notation 
of crack in longitudinal weld, one of 
which was X-rayed a second time. The 
acceptance of these welds indicates that 
the crack observed was not significant. 

132 

81 Radiograph Log All marked "O.K." Some flaws were 
noted in the "Remarks," but "O.K." 
indicates they were within the 
acceptable range. 

132 

82 10/8/48 Radiograph Log Three welds marked "Reject," including 
one with a crack in the longitudinal 
seam. Some flaws were noted in the 
"Remarks" for "O.K.' welds, but 
"O.K." indicates they were within the 
acceptable range. 

132 

83 10/7/48 Raoiograph Log flaws indicated, 
some rejected including long 
seam crack. No record of 
mitigation action taken. 

Two welds marked "Reject." Some 
flaws were noted in the "Remarks" for 
"O.K.' welds, including one crack in 
longitudinal weld, but "O.K." indicates 
they were within the acceptable range. 

132 

11 
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COMMlUfciONCRS 
•<UOi.fVICK B, HOlOOOff, PflCeiDCMT 
" I! M U . MiTCMULL. 

EDRGfi. G. CROVER 
ll.LIAM M, DENNETT 

. \V, GATOV 

•} V 
u 

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATION® 
TO THE COMMISSION 

/• 
L 

0 9 

fultltr Itilitiw fflmiunisfiiort 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

SL-O i — 

COLST VALLEYS OOBj 
DIV1510N _' rHHl 

Ik 11 

JUL ^ CJ 1965 [Leo! 
' r-'.ABi 

July 22, I965 
0.0. 

ECH T oNLY COPY -
' CH 9 j 
RRJ ' ' ' 

i H JO I 

T'EAG I 
CXUFORNU STATE BUILDING 
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF. 04l6a 

SUPT. JPS 
C IBB 

LCS 
W 

EL RAH/RKAi 

UL2 6 1965 
FILE 

Pacific Gas cad Electric Company • '. ' " 
215 Market Street -l'; 
San Francisco, California £4106 • , 

Attention: Mr. John C. Morrissey • • •. • 
Attorney 1 ' 4 ... . .. • y 

Gentlemen: ' ' . ' 

Sols trill acknowledge receipt of your letter dated June 29, 19^5, , 
forwarding for filing a proposed 8 mile, 16-inch ir&poline extension 
from feeder Main 301"near Castrovillo in order to "boost tho gaa 
capacity of Monterey Ho. 2 main in Fort Ord. ffiie report indicates 
that tho installation will talis place in areas of Class 3 location 
and r£yno C construction will "be employed througlxout the projecu. 
Since tho nips material used io salvage and reconditioned pipe a from 
Main Ho. 100 originally installed in 1929, with 33,000^minimum yield 
£md(w^)Joint efficiency, the maximum allowable operating pressure 
under Section 107 of General Order M0. 112-A will he 412 psig» 

The reuort submitted in accordance with, the requirements of Chapter If, 
Section 401.2 of General Order Ho. 112-A has "been reviewed and 1® . 
acceptable for filing. . ' , 

• . . •.Very truly yours, . 

- KHLIC unmnm caisssioH " 
' • " ' ' SIA1E 0P CAL1F05EIA . 

WiXHaa ¥. Uunlop, ' Secretary 

7-23-65 

CC: EHFlsher RDSmith 
ATSchmidt 

LHSmith EFSibley MHChandler 
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YMA^MOO DIRTD3J3 QMA 3AE> ORIDA^S . . ' ;• 
' . - " * I 

.. ...' THE CONSTRUCTION OF A 30-INCH HIGH PRESSURE GAS TRANSMISSION MAIN 132 ; 

, ; • ' . GENERAL . • ' - - . i 

'' ' • - . - • - A 

r# The •exteat^cpf-.this;project is the construction Of l?«63:.®;ilas or 93*125; feet of ,J 

30-inch CD gas transmission line, from the junction of Belmont and Canada Roads to Mar- f . ' . ' • ' •• ' •• • J-
tin Station at Geneva and -Sahwerin Streets in the City of Bayehore, j 

- j 
The purpose of the hew installation is to assist in meeting the peak hour demand j. • • - ' ' ' | 

in the, San Francisco peninsula area* and also a supply to tho now steam electric plant. | 

A short 20-inch tie main at Martin Station between main 101 and 132 is being provided I 

to protect the delivery ct pacity of both mains under possible sslxxg outage conditions,, j 
1 ; . > . - '1 

Tie lines between this new 30-inch line and the paralleling existing 22-inch line | 

are being installed and also metering and regulating stations. I 

The terrain is generally rolling with a'.fdw deep, steep, rocky canyon crossings, I 

particularly San aateo Canyon where slopes of 300 foet in lengths consists of 34 degrees^ j 

San Bruno Mountain area also added to the construction difficulties and the soil con- ] 

sisting of rock, clay and sand loan also some adobe. - 1 • • ' % 

. AUTHORIZATION ' :.;}r . • . \ 

GSSG 98015 is an agreement between Pacific Pipeline and Engineers Limited and :j 

Bt'olte incorporated, a Joint venture, executed on the 24th of September 1948 by Pacific j 

Gas and Electric Company} Carl Biddle, project managerand C» P., Hamilton, suparinten- ! 

dent in charge under the supervision of the general construction department} M, S. . ; 

Burgess, W. W. -Moore,, C. W. Zoung. . , - • ' • /, ' ' ' • • 

SB GT&S 0355223 
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-a t YMA°.MOD Di^TD3J3 QMA BAB DI^IDA®!. 

DRAFT 

• . ; ' MATERIALS A® SUPPLIES . , , • 

All pipe, welding rod, tuba, turns, • wrapping materials were furnished by the 

Company and delivered by truck to the job etito. The pipe was hauled from Watson in 

Southern California by truck and strung along the right of way or stock-piled at 

strategic locutions by truck crane or side boom-equipped traotorB. The wra ping ma

terials, welding, rod and tube turns were hauled to the job site aa .needed by the Con

tractor from Martip Substation. Materials for all concrete work and tile drain 

replacements ware,.furnished by the Contractor. Lumber,-some;sk;id.s,..barbed wire, mis-

cellenecus tools,, nails, etc., were furnished by the.Company. . -' ;. 

, CONSTRUCTION DETAILS .; . . Y 

V-. 
vcl 
IS 
1 

On August 23,, 1943, the Contractor began work at .the-junction of Belmont and s i 

Canada Roads with two right of .way. angle doaera and a -Parsons trenching machine; , 
" ' - ' . ' - • Si 

Average depth.'from jb^cbmk 54 "to 60 inches and extra depth where-itswas .required due to ; 

fcocky section north of Ralston Avenue, a rooter was .used and-some drilling and'. if, 

blasting done. First pipe was received and strung out on September 3, 1948, also «w 

one angle dozer started right of way on south side of San Bruno Mountain on August 

31, 1948 and two loads of bare pipe was received and stock-piled at this location. 

Trenching continued north of Ralston Avenue using Parsons trencher\&Jkf Northwest back-

hoe, Footer and blasting crews clearing rocky sections.;..,. On September..;?, 1948, stopped 

all wotkVorii Ban Bruno Mountain}. right of way not cleared...by.-Lano Department. Pacific 

Pipeline-mover out equipment, completed trenching up ,te Crystal Spriqgs property lbe • 

on September 3, 1948. - C. W. Young called P. J. Pastoni of. the';' Land .Department, also P\ 

M. S, Burgos. ..nd found right of way of Crystal Springs .property would"-be delayed in 

i 
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YWA.^MOD 3mTD3J3 QUA SA£5 DJIIDA^ Y 

. "I 

il 
St 

pi 

party boarding->the piece above mentioned. Started clearing right of way on north-

aide of »%n Mateo- Canyon on September 1, 1948. Moved Parsons trenching machine around 

to this areaSeptember 3, 1948, and started trenching. Ransoms Company, Emeryville 

made first bpre at Skyline Drive south end of Crystal Springs Golf Course on this date. 

Moved Northwest buckhoe around and started trenching City-County of San Francisco Game 

Refuge property.September, 7, 1948, right of way "cats" pulling rooter through rocky ^ 

section of this AreUil bine-crew started north of Belston Avenne IIS on September *%| 
' ' '• • . ' :'V'' -" ' ' • • ' • 

8, 1948, welding and'Wrapping-followed. First pipe was installed on September 14, 1948 

line' up was complete up to where right, of way'change was made. X-rays or gamma \ ^ 

ray testa were.'started north of Ralston Avenue. -These tests-will -fas. 4nde daily and will 

average about 10$ of total welds. Trenching complete up to Skyline Drive south end of 

Golf Course, moved to north and of Golf Course on September 1-$, 1948. Wrapping was 

• stopped by M.J S. Burgoss stxx as X-rays showed cracks on iat«y welded seams #1-3-5 

tests made. Next day, various representltives from the City came out to inspect seams 

Mr-. Earl, vice president in charge of Western Consolidated; Steel, DOB Angeles;: 

Ted Rooney, San Fr ncisCo officej Mr. hindbled and Mr. Chamberlin, Bureau of Tests} : 

R. S. Fuller, Mr. Stanley, Alex gpratilng, Hap Chandler of Pacific Gas and Electric \ 

Company. ,vff lii ' . : ' 

Moved another line up crew and lows ring-in crew on; job September 17, 1948, making . 

a tottl of three crews, one north of Black Mountain Road, no r.ortt. of .Sen Mateo Canyon, 

and the installing crew north of Raleton Avenue. ilighi of way cleared in Crystal.Springs 

property south of San Mateo. Canyon September, 16, 194$.e^this-will: require changing 2,100 

feet of trench already done in City-County of .San Francisco- .^perky-^pd. will be an 

extra coct to tho Company. Equipment moved buck and pork-, stated-* • Wrappers ordered 

to continue work.this date. Right of way trenching line and weld doing very good# 
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D.-ft AFT 

.. Moved Parsons tranchor back and star-feed trenching south end of Golf Course on September 

21, l948j completed first bore under.Skyline Drive on this date. On September 23, 
. . ' '-V. . • '' _ . ' •, - ' . 

1948, pipe was Ifnadand- welded iip ko Skyline Drive crossing except from right of way 

change in Crystal Springs property up to south side and including. San aateo Canyon -

crossing. Oh September 24, 1948, a line-up crew moved over and etartdd south end of Golf 

Gouree, also an angle doner moved biclc and backfilled the 2,100 foot'oi trench pgitxwHKtf 

not used due to right of way change. Completed trenching of Golf Course October 27, 1948. 

Some drilling and blasting of rock was done. Started bore under ^ second Skyline Drive 

crossing. Completed bore and installed 36-ihch, casing on September 30, 1948, also moved 

right of way "cats" into Mills Estate .this date. All pipe installed from north side of 

%n Mateo Canyon to tiouth end of Golf Gpuse, Completed all trenching in Crystal Springs A 

property down to hill—top xiahnc south side of San Mateo Canyouj this also includes 2,100 

feet of right of way change , Line-iip, welding and wrapping crews working in this apea,. 

Right of way and. trenching both being done in Mills .and Jersey Estates. Stopped ell . 

trenching October 4, 1948—too much trench open, 1thtailed:All.pi^aup^to hill top 

south side of San Mateo Canyon on this date, also completed line-up in Golf Course this 
• • ' (jued and . ' - • • llv!" ' . . 

A > making all pipe ODBC welded up -Divisiott Sta-' 

a«ydB*~~Dn-Op'toh3r'-6y"-1948-"inBfeelled-spfm-a<!ross":8an..Wat0-o'-SaTiyian 

4 

-'£! 

'I 

*-cloKrs«J""in"'"tho'-:Gronker''EstE tar 

-Drive ^etober-l-2|- i940-~ 

way had~a±rgudy"Jbegn~cleared 

•h 
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DRAFT. — 4 «• 

, '? 

tion except San Muteo Canyon. On Octo er 6, 1948 j installed span across San Mateo Greek, . 

also started line up on rnt hilltop of south side. Pipe is being made up and skidded ;f 

downhill by holding back with a winch cat. , •••• • . - 1 

'Trenching was continued again,on October 7, 1948'in.the Jersey Estate. All pipe' , 1| 

Installed in Golf Course this datej. making;, all pipe instalJea up to Highway Maintenance |j. 

Station, except San Mateo Canyon. Right of way cats working between Juniporo Sorra and ;fi 
'' ' ' . ' ' ^ 
El Camino. " ' • • , 7'";''.: :• • '' -;?j 

Completed read orosoihg, span and South side of San;Mateo '0ahyon Gctdber 9, 1948» . .::.l 

Line up ere* mcvea around to hill top on north side, "ight of way cleared., in the Crocker 

Estate on this date. Moved backhoe over to Horth side of Hillside priT'e October 12, 1948, • 

and -started trenching uphill on San'Bruno Mountain as right of way hadfalraady been cleared 

in August by angle doser. Line up and welding oyer half done at this time. Completed ., 

installing of pipe on both sides of San Mateo Canyon on October 15, 1948, except, 

tie ins on top the t vfeill be> made after foundations of spa n are poured with concrete and 

gives time to ee^^.^,v>s|.oi[i>leted backfilling Golf Course, and (continued, page #5} : 

% 

% 
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DRAFT 

excess dirt is being hauled away. Trenching stopped on.side of San Bruno Mountain, 

backhoe is too heavy. Pacific Pipeline and Engineers Limited is going to change back-

hoes to a lighter one and hold it from turning over with a winch "cat". Rocky sections •j 

- • • , , • . • -• J 
are • being drilled ;and:-\hLa;stad' ahead of trenching by labor -crewA • , . , • 1 

Moved large Cleveland trencher around on October 16, 1948, and started trenching the ;! 

south end of Junipero Serra Boulevard. Also-started bore for 36-inch casing under this 

Boulevard. All pipe lined, welded, wrapped and installed up to second Skyline crossing 

north of San Andreas Meter Station, On October 17, 1948, a line up crew was moved over to 

south side of San Bruno Mountain and started line tip north of.Hillside Drive. Completed 

bore under Junipero Serra on this date. Trenching was caving in along Mission Road 

very, sandy doll. Poucvd both anchors at dan Sateo Creek and bt'ir check-on hill tops 

show very little settling. Started bore under railroad track on'Siesion Road October 

20, 1948. • • - ' ; ' -

Bakboe..-mrking very slow progress on San Bruno Mountain. HSSX&XX Moved a line up 

crew back to .San Mateo Canyon to make final tie ins. Completed bore under railroad 

..track October ;21, 1948}- also completed trenching of Junipero Serra Boulevard. All pipe 

lined and welded up jckdtac to this Boulevard except span at c eek crossing Mills Estate 

and Sneath Lane road crossing. Line up crew on south lde ol San Bruno Mountain has 

completed all wrapped pipe north of Hillside Drive and started line, up of HUlelda Drive-

and started line up of bare pipe October 23, 1948. All pipe installed up to and through 

casing on Junipero Serra on this date. Also completed ,tie in on south side of San Mateo 

Canyon. All imkxx backfilling complete up to second Skyline Drive crossing except San I 

Mateo Canyon.deter Station and valve pits. Installed .all wrapped pipe north of Hill- ' ! 
• - :• '3'S -, ; -v'- ' • • •" 4. - • . , ,2 

side Driv^(&n 0etober;;:25, 1948 at 3«30 p.m. 0, W,'Peterson gave orders, to stop work on | 

1, 000 feet of line east of Junipero. Serra. Pacific Pipeline and Engineers Limited . ^ 

moved off and down to south side of El Camino Boulevard. Line up crew completed tie in ,1 

' ' ' V - ' V- . • '• I 
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on hill top north side of Sari-Mateo Canyon. This.makes all pipe tied together from 

Ralston Avenue to San Andreas Meter Station. BX X-ray Comppny left job on October h 

28, 1948, completing 209" tests' of all kinds. Last x-ray being taken east of Mission ' 
' ' ' ' " '• 1-2" - . •: 1 

Road in vegetable field. Moved both Cleveland trenchers on top of San Bruno Mountain j 

on this date to start trenching down hill on north sided Backfilled all wrapped pipe J 

north of %llaide Drive pri October 29# 1948* Installed ,&oc ^ joints of hare pipe 

south, side of San Bruno Mountain. Started bore tinder ;E1 Canine on this date. Received 

word from City that./right of w,&y is cleared on mux lj$0Q fa t hold u^'past of Junipero 

Serraj it will require inoving llne over seven feet and be; an extra cost to the Company. , 
• - - :" • '• •? .j;v; '• - '' , ''1 Line up crew working on' Mission Road installing as they-go. Started trenching A Street j 

— vary , slow ppogreBp:*.duQ::, to many service lines. Completed hire-under :Bl Camino on . 

October. 31, 19.48, this finishes all work for the Ransoms Company, Soerywills. On . • . jj 

November 2, .1948, trenching was complete on 1,000 feet change over, also pipe was { 

installed at'Snesth Lana crossing. Line up crew working on A strset installing as they 

go — very alow progress. Ori;%vefflber 4, 1948, completed installing bare pipe up to 

top of San Bruno Mountain. Moved line up craw around to valley on north side of mountain 

and started line up Mil.-' Bftjjh Cleveland trenchers finished north side of. mountain and. 

valley on November 8, 1948. Backhoo working down hill to Martin Station, north of 

County Road.;; All right of way clearing is. complete. Pipe is all installed on. Mission 

Road and A Street.; Line up cfew working on last side of.'..EL Camino on. Orange Avenue ~t 

very dangerous due. to cuve ins. • -

Made tic In at; ftal^tp.n Avenue on October 10, 194B,i and blew: out line up to San , ;j 

Andreas Meter Station., Moved Parsons... trencher around to Rio Verde Street. On November, j 

12, 1948, completed all work on Orange Avenue, and line up crew moved back to line up ' 

and install the 1,000 feet east of Junipero Serra. The line up crew on San Bruno Moun- ; 

tain is half way up on north side} all trenching complete but Bebwerln and Martin Streets. •; 
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On Hovem bar 16, 1948, completed installing the 1,000 feet change and vegetable 

field making line all installed up to top of San Bruno Mountain.-except Din side Drive 

road crossing and span at creek crossing Mills Estate. Started trenching Schwerin Street 

on November 18, 1948. Completed line weld and install of all bare pipe San Bruno Moun

tain on this date. Trenched out Hillside Drive crossing and ''installed pipe} there is a 

valve to be put here, line up crew moved around to Schwerin Street installing as they go. 

Completed span it creek/crossing Mills. Estate, November ^0, .1948) this* makes all line 

tied together iron Alston Avenue to Hillside Drive* Made tig/ins at/Crystal Springs 

valve pit to Liiteplp? .on this date. Completed-all machine trenching on: November 22, 1948} 

pipe all installed on Schwerin Street. One line up crew in va'.iey and one working down 

hill from the/.County Road. Welders making up valve for Hillside Drfve and completed on . 

November 24,. 1948. Line was b^own out In afternoon from.. San Andrews Meter Station, 

bringing gas up to this location,. Made tie In on.north side d^/Hillbllle Drive making all 

line, tied together up to drip location in valley. Completed lino up .of all 30-inch 

pipe November 27, 1948." Preparing to maka final tie in at County Road, installing almost 

complete.} started filling 24-inch line at Martin Station.with-air November 29, 1948. 

On November 30, 1948, final tie In was made at County Road. Line was blown out with 

air from Martin Station' and gu. from Hillside Drive, than line .-was purged from both 

ends and final fie iri made completing at 5»20 p.m. .This/completes job except for some 

backfilling valve pits and meter station, clean up and pavement repair. • 

yl-1- . : ... :/ - /";/ • CRM • . . ' _ 

The Company'i crew consisted of eight men, three ehginf)srs :and five: inspectors. f 

The Contractor's crew consisted of one project manager, one superintendent, two field 

clerks, one time keeper and an average of 40 to 175 men, the minimi® being around 20 

men at the end of project for clean up work. .. • . /-; 
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DRAFT ; 
, PROGRESS 

Work- started on August 23, 1948, and the Contractor's physical work was completed i 

on November 30, 1948- .The job sill be considered complete on . j 

Trenching was done on an average of f*/ two to five feet per minute in clay or sand . ?j 

loam, down to a low of 120 feet a day in rocky sections of San Bruno Mountain, Wrapping -ij 

averaged about six wraps per man a day. Welding consisted of about three and htilf welds Jj 

per man a day. iipe installed being around 1,200 feet par day. - :| 

The wrapping corn; is tod of "a primer coat followed by 3/32-inch of asphalt tar, a rj 

covering of 22. pounds of rag felt paper, another coating of tar;." and/a-covering of 18 pounds J 

mica finish paper and5 a .co&tingvpf tar. ' . - - - - r| 
' ' - '' .''V '• bb' * P»S£ • • t.; '..••• V,. 

The wald'ing consisted of, making one/pasas with 5/32^inch Fleetweld' #5, one pass '•] 

with 5/32-inch Shield Arc #85 and finishing with 3/l6-inch Shield Arc #85. ! 

EXTRA COST • t 

The following work will be uonaidered extra cost by the Contractor; i 

Ralston Avenue valve "pit, . • ' . • . :1 

Right of way change, 2^100 feet In City-County of San: Francisco property, | 

Concrete'foundations, t:Sau Mateo Creeek, 

Crystal Srpings valve pit, - . , . ; 

San Andreas Meter Station, , • • . ' \ 

Hillside Drive valva pit, - . f . • , -j 

Move off San Bruno Mountain, September 2, 19.48, • j 

Martin Station meter lot, | 

101 line valve pit., Martin Station, . , J 

Installing of all blow off a, ' . • „ ;j 

One Thousand feet change east of Junlpero Serra. . . • 
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, CONTRACTOR'S EQUIPMENT : 

19 Welding machines, truck mounted - ' ; 

1 Welding' machine,- trailer mounted 4. :i 
- • . . . . ' , , ' ' -;i 

2. Welding'machines, aled mounted , - ; . 4 

11 Trucks, flatbed . ' ' ' • 

3 Tr.u.ka, dump • . " • • •, . ij 

1.' '.'T-ruck,?'io»:,.bed * ' 4 

1 Ford coupe ' , . , / te.-fj 

1 ' station wagon . v-l ' • - ' • -:j; 

1- ' Jeep ..."• .' ...-•./-• ' y 

10 Pick ups • . ' • . ' • 

3 Truck mounted , cranes - .r - .4 

5 Compressors ' . , . . ..: |[ 

9 angle dosers ' , ' tj 

7 Side boom "cats" , : ' . . ij 
- . • ' • .4 
1 parsons trenching machine . 

2 Cleveland trenching machine . . . • 4 

2 Northwest backtab- ' - .4 

1 Byers backhoe • • . ' •' 't 

4 Tool trailer, . . . ; 

4 Tar pots ; 

2 .Loaders. .. 4, - .. . ." . j 

2 Rooters . " •4 . • 1 " • - ' ' . : - •' 
2 Chain saws, ' • ' . ' j 

. " ' . ' . • . • ' • i 
8 Water pumps ' • | 
' ' • * j 
3 Line up clamps . . j 

3 Self powered light plants . . - j 

1 Blower - . ' • . - • • . ' ;=i 
2 Sanitary water closets - . , . j 

Miscellaneous: jack hammers, air drills,. clay spades and hand tools. . i 
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(Mir 98015 ' : September 18, 1948 

95,000 feet of 22H pipeline, extension of main 132, north from Belmont and Canada 
Bonds to Martin Sub-station, San County, Pacific Pipeline and Engineers Li
mited, and Stolte, Incorporated, a Joint Venture, Contractors 

Progress for week ending September 18, 1948 

f HIS WEEK TOTAL TO DATS PERCENT COMPLETE -

Rights of way cleared 10,400 37,400 40$ 

Trenched 9,885 • 25,885 27 • 

Welded / - 6,500 '7,100 5 ; 

Backfilled 50 50 0 ' 

Total job progress . 4$ 
•4 - - 1 = ' V , • "N • • . 

Company men employed 3 

Contractors men on job 28 

Days worked this week 6 (10 hr, day) 

Pipeline scheduled for completion, November 15, 1948 

REMARKS; Contractor moved on job August 23, 1948* Work has been delayed by lack of 
rights of way. Right of way clearances for Crystal Springs development property 
was obtained Friday; September 17, but was too late to prevent moving equipment 

, to a new location* The Crocker Estate and Jersey Farms properties are still 
npt cleared. , 

Lowering of pipe into the trench was delayed during this past week when X-rays 
indicated n""11 defects in three of the longitudinal seams. Investigation and 
additional X-rays shoved the welding of the longitudinal, seams to be acceptable 
and installation Of the5 pipeline, was resumed. < , E -

*SW.t =» gra-- vi'v-M'iraab^eBSt*-rrn.- -".v^-AnVV. ^-E-. 
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Pertinant reformation 13a The Construction of 30" High 
Pressure Gas Transmission. Main. #132 

3.0-28-48 

The extent of this project embraces the constraction of approximately 

IS miles or 95,000 feet, of 30" O.D. gas transmission pipe line from the junction 

of Belmont and Canada Beads to Martin Substation at Geneva and Schv/erin Streets 

in the city,of Bayshore. TtEET " 

The purpose of the new installation is to assist in meeting the peak-

hour demands in the San Francisco peninsula area, it is planned. as a daily 

operation to pack Main 132 between Silpitas and San Francisco to 350 pounds " ' 

and draft it down to normal operating pressures. This operation will effect a 

line draftof 10 million cubic feet. 4.7 of the 10 million cubic feet of line 

draft Is provided by the construction planned under this authorization. 

Obtaining this a 'ded- draft potential is essential to assist in meeting system 

peak day firm gas demands until such tine as the planned storage holders in the 

load centers are constructed. To effect this drafting potential and avoid 

inducing high pressures in San Francisco proper, a pressure limiting station, 

remotely operated from Potrero Gas Plant, will be installed at Martin Station. 

A short 20" tie main at Martin Station between Main Noe. 101 and 132 is being 

provided to protect the delivery capacity of both mains under possible outage 

conditions. 

A border meter on lain 132 between San Jose and San Francisco Divisions 

to obtain necessary inter-division accounting on gas deliveries is to be installed. 

Volumes and pressures from this station will be telemetered to Potrero Gas Plant. 

The added capacity made available by completing Main 132 will also assist 

in making deliveries to Station A steam electric plant, as well as the new units 

at Station P. 

The terrain is generally rolling with a few deep, steep, rocky canyon 

j 
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crossings, particularly San Mateo Creek Canyon where slope of 300 ft. in length 

consist of 34 degrees. San Bruno Mountain area topography also added to the 

difficulties of pipe line construction. 

Approximately 85$ of the excavation thus far was in adobe, clay loam 

and sand loam or disintegrated rock. Extremely hard rock of the serpentine 

varieties is generally spotty and concentrated in the first 4 miles with the except

ion of San Bruno Mt. which is largely rock. 

The sequence of construction follows a typical pattern on this project 

and is noted heres 

1- Clearing right of way & locating sub-structures. 

2- Trenching 

3- Hauling & stringing pipe. ' 

4- Lining pipe. 

5- Welding 

6- Wrapping 

7- In stall 14s 

8- Back filling 

9- General cleanup and paving etc. 

The clearing and grading of the right of way is accomplished with bull

dozers and the trenching by wheel and ladder type diggers, backhoes and clam

shell, The pipe is hauled to the gob site from Watson in Southern California 

' by truck and is strung along the right of way or Stockpiled at strategic locations 

by truck crane or side boom equipped tractors. Side boom cats are used for linang 

the joints of pipe over the trench on 8" x 8" x 10' long skids using mechAnical 

or electrical operated internal line up clamps. The Welding is then completed 

making 1 pass with 5/32" fleetweld #5, 1 pass with 5/32" Shieldarc #85 and 
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finishing with 3/l6n Shieldare #85« 

Gamma Ray tests are made daily of the welding in lieu of air pressure 

tests and Mil average about 10? of total welds. The joints are then primed j 

and wrapped, after which the pipe is lowered into the trench by two side boom j 

cats with stiff leg attachments. At this time final wrapping inspection is 

made and all skid marks and damaged wrapping is repaired. Backfilling is 

accomplished by blade equipped cats and clamshell. Padding with dirt is done 

in rocky terrain. Cl#sn-up of the right of way and removal of excess dirt 

and brush follow. 

State highway and railroad crossings are bored and 36" diameter casing 

pipe installed. The 30" main is subsequently installed in the casing and a 

2" vent pipe from one end of the casing is installed and the ends of the casing : 

sealed with burlap and tar. 

The average daily progress to date on the basis of pipe installed is i 

approximately 1500 ft. per day. This average is based on rolling terrain and 

(jogs not take into consideration San Bruno Mt. or San Mateo Greek Canyon, 

which presents special construction features. Approximately 5*300 ft. of bare 

pipe is being used on the San Bruno Mt. section. 

The pipe was fabricated from 3/8" plate and rolled to 29qn Q.D. the 

longitudinal seam butt welded by automatic machine and the cylinder then ex

panded in a die, by application of internal hydrostatic pressure as 1700 P.S.I. 

The expansion causes the metal to be stretched beyond its yield point and assune 
% 

a permanent set. The increase in diameter also caused a decrease of from .003" 

to .005" in the thickness of the plate and a decrease in the axial length of the 

pipe of approximately 2i" in 30 feet. The expansion of the pipe was a severe test 

on the weld as it was stressed beyond its yield point which would cause a 
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defective weld, to fail, The transverse yield strength reached a Minimum 

of 52000 F-.S,I. and the transverse ultimate strength a minimum of 72000 P.S.I, 

The manufacture of the steel plate for the pipe followed strict specifications 

and following is the ladle analysiss 

Carbon 0,30$ Maximum 
Manganese 1,15$ Maximum 
Phosphorous 0.045$ 
Sulphur 0.05$ 

It was advantageous to the progress of the job to use 60 ft. sections of 

pipe, so approximately 30,000 ft. of pipe in 60 ft. joints was made at the 

Consolidated plant at Maywood by welding 2» 30' joints together and shipped to 

the job site. 

After fabrication the pipe was wrapped by machine and tested for defects 

with a "holiday detector". The wrapping consisted of a primer coat followed by 

3/32" of asphalt tar, a covering of 22 lbs. rag felt paper, another coating of 

tar and a covering of 18 lbs. mica finish paper with a whitewash coating over 

all for protection in the stock piles and in hauling. Special precautions 

were taken in hauling the coated pipe from the coating yard to the job site by 

fitting the trucks and trailers with special bolsters and cradles. 

Tie lines between this new 30" line and the paralleling existing 22" 

line are being installed as well as the previously mentioned metering and regulating 

stations. The total cost of this project including all material and fillings 

will be approximately $2,250,000.00 
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Appendix to 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company's Supplemental 

Response to Legal Division's "Notice and 
Disclosure of Safety Evidence and Companion 

Motion for Public Release of Evidence" 
(Due to the volume of the Appendix, it has been submitted to the Docket 

Office by DVD format.)1' 

1/ A link to the entire pleading including the Appendix can be found at: 
http://apps.pqe.com/requlafiori/SearchResults.aspx?NewSearch=True&CaselD=1108&DocType= 
12&PartvlP=4&fromPate=10%2F31%2F11&toPate=10%2F31%2F11&sortOrder=FileName&curr 
entPage=1&recordsPerPage=100&searchDocuments=Search 
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Investigation on the 
Commission's Own Motion into the Operations 
and Practices of Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company with Respect to Facilities Records for 
its Natural Gas Transmission System Pipelines. 

1.11-02-016 
(Filed February 24, 2011) 

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY'S (U 39 G) 
NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY 

\ 

LISE H. JORDAN 
Law Department 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
77 Beale Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
Telephone: (415) 973-6965 
Facsimile: (415)973-0516 
Email:LHJ2@pge.com 

JOSEPH M. MALKIN 
COURTNEY LINN 
Orrick, Herrington, & Sutcliffe LLP 
The Orrick Building 
405 Howard Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
Telephone: (415) 773-5505 
Facsimile: (415) 773-5759 
Email:jmalkin@orrick.com 

Attorneys for 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

October 31, 2011 



BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Investigation on the 
Commission's Own Motion into the Operations 
and Practices of Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company with Respect to Facilities Records for 
its Natural Gas Transmission System Pipelines. 

1.11-02-016 
(Filed February 24, 2011) 

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY'S (U 39 G) 
NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY 

Contemporaneously with this Notice of Availability, Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

(PG&E) is filing with the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC or Commission) Pacific 

Gas and Electric Company's Supplemental Response to Legal Division's "Notice and Disclosure 

of Safety Evidence and Companion Motion for Public Release of Evidence." 

Because of the size of the Appendix to the pleading, pursuant to Rule 1.9(c) of the 

Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, PG&E is serving this Notice of Availability on 

all interested parties in lieu of the Appendix. The Appendix together with the entire pleading 

and attachments is posted on the PG&E website at the following link: 

http://apps. pge.com/regulation/SearchResults.aspx?NewSearch=True&CaselD=1108&DocType= 
12&PartvlD=4&fromDate= 10%2 F31 %2 F11 &toDate=10%2 F31 °A ;ortOrder=FileName&curr 
entPage=1&recordsPerPage=100&searchDocuments=Search 

The appendix can also be provided on a CD-ROM on a request basis only. PG&E asks 

that requests be submitted in writing or by email to: 

Christine Munce 
Operations Proceedings 
77 Beale Street, Mail Code B30A 
San Francisco, CA 94120 
E-mail: c4mu@pge.com 

1 
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Copies of the Appendix will also be available at the Prehearing Conference on November 
1,2011. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Lise H. Jordan 
/s/ 

/s/ Joseph M. Malkin 
/s/ 

LISE H. JORDAN 
Law Department 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
77 Beale Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
Telephone: (415) 973-6965 
Facsimile: (415)973-0516 
Email: LHJ2@pge.com 

JOSEPH M. MALKIN 
COURTNEY LINN 
Orrick, Herrington, & Sutcliffe LLP 
The Orrick Building 
405 Howard Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
Telephone: (415) 773-5505 
Facsimile: (415) 773-5759 
Email: jmalkin@orrick.com 

Attorneys for 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

October 31, 2011 
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